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Embedded Systems Handbook (Industrial Information Technology)CRC Press, 2005
The purpose of the Embedded Systems Handbook is to provide a reference useful to a broad range of professionals and researchers from industry and academia involved in the evolution of concepts and technologies, as well as development and use of embedded systems and related technologies.

The book provides a comprehensive overview of the...
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Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure TechnologyAuerbach Publications, 2008
Driven by the need and desire to reduce costs, organizations are faced with a set of decisions that require analytical scrutiny. Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure Technology examines cost-saving trends in architecture planning, administration, and management....
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Process Algebra for Parallel and Distributed Processing (Chapman & Hall / Crc Computational Science)CRC Press, 2008
Despite the importance of applications of process algebras for the success of the field, [related publications] concentrate strongly on the theoretical achievements. This shortcoming is compensated for in a splendid way by this book, which brings together the state of the art in research on applications of process algebras.  
—From the...
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The Tunguska Fireball: Solving One of the Great Mysteries of the 20th CenturyIcon Books Ltd, 2005
On 30th June 1908 a mysterious fireball exploded in the Siberian sky and flattened 2000 square kilometres of the remote Tunguska forest. As no crater and no material from outer space were ever found, a meteorite could not have caused this explosion. so what did? This book discusses all theories and then analyses the evidence.

The...
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Web Geek's Guide to the Android-Enabled PhoneQue, 2009
We live in a time when everything in our lives has to do double duty. Cars serve not only as cars but also as traveling offices, and dinner dates become business meetings or event-planning sessions. So it’s no surprise that our devices must also do more than just be a phone, an MP3 player, or a GPS unit. If a device can be all of those, so...
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ASP.NET MVC Framework UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009
In this book, world-renowned ASP.NET expert and member of the Microsoft ASP.NET team Stephen Walther shows experienced developers how to use Microsoft’s new ASP.NET MVC Framework to build web applications that are more powerful, flexible, testable, manageable, scalable, and extensible. 

...
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Pro ODP.NET for Oracle Database 11gApress, 2010

	This book is a comprehensive and easy-to-understand guide for using the Oracle Data Provider (ODP) version 11g on the .NET Framework. It also outlines the core GoF (Gang of Four) design patterns and coding techniques employed to build and deploy high-impact mission-critical applications using advanced Oracle database features through the...
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Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime: Second International ICST Conference, ICDF2C 2010Springer, 2011

	The Second International ICST Conference on Digital Forensics and Cyber Crime (ICDF2C 2010) was hosted in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, during October 4–6, 2010. The conference was attended by over 100 international participants including academics, senior government officials from the UAE, and corporate attendees. ICDF2C 2010...
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2010 International Workshops and Education TrackSpringer, 2012

	Business process management (BPM) is an established research domain for computer
	science, information systems, and management scholars. The record number
	and wide scope of submissions to the eighth installation of the International
	Conference on Business Process Management was an indication of the vibrancy
	of the area and the varied...
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Node CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	The principles of asynchronous event-driven programming are perfect for today's Web, where efficient real-time applications and scalability are at the forefront. Server-side JavaScript has been here since the nineties, but Node got it right. With a thriving community and interest from the Internet giants, it could be the PHP of tomorrow....
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Learning HighchartsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Highcharts is a popular web charting software that produces stunning and smooth animated JavaScript and HTML5 SVG graphs. It is among the leading web charting software in the market and has been used in many different sectors — from financial to social websites. Although it is built on top of jQuery, it is so simple to construct that...
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Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development (The Expert's Voice)Apress, 2013

	Pro SharePoint 2013 Branding and Responsive Web Development is the definitive reference on the technologies, tools, and techniques needed for building responsive websites and applications with SharePoint 2013.  The book focuses on solutions that provide the best browser experience for the myriad of devices,...
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